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Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor

2012-10-16
in Books and literature, Economics, Politics, The environment, Writing

To a large degree, non-academic books have been the seeds of the environmental movement. Books like Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring have fostered popular concern about environmental degradation, which in turn grew into demands that action be taken at the political level. It is therefore appropriate that Rob Nixon grounds and populates his account of the […]
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Climate science and policy-making

2009-11-06
in Economics, Geek stuff, Law, Politics, Science, The environment

I wrote the following to serve as a one-page introduction, laying out some of the key items for consideration and listing some of the most accessible and reputable sources of information about climate change. For more information on specific subjects, see my climate change index. The key elements of the general climate science and policy […]

{ 91 comments }

Library Court and drinks with Rhodes Scholars

2005-09-27
in Canada, Daily updates, Oxford
This morning, as on previous mornings, I've been reminded how the panopticon is more of a panaudiocon. Despite my total lack of an alarm clock, I've been awake before 9:30am each day. This is something I would have been hard pressed to do in Vancouver, under such circumstances and when going to bed a {10 comments}

Orientations
2005-09-29
in Daily updates, Oxford

Hollis, Martin and Steve Smith. Explaining and Understanding International Relations. Chapter 4: Understanding: “When it rains, those who predicted otherwise are proved wrong and those who refuse to believe it is raining get as wet as anyone else.” We had university orientations today, which ranged from useful to quite pointless. The best part about them […] {6 comments}

Tragedy of the commons
2007-05-28
in Economics, Politics, Science, The environment

As a discipline, International Relations is packed with parables. Sometimes, they are hypothetical stories and sometimes they are interpretations of historical events. In each case, they are meant to demonstrate something important about how world politics works. Almost without exception, some aspect of their validity can be questioned on either historical or logical grounds. When […] {13 comments}

Research design essay planning
2006-05-15
in Oxford, Politics, Science, The environment

Having seen the distinction-earning research design essay written by Lee Jones last year, I am now thoroughly fearful about the whole project. The extent of research he seems to have done, and the clarity with which he seems to have understood his question both stand in marked contrast to my present situation. As such, it […] {15 comments}
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